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4.1 Designing The Message For Print.



Introduction 

Message is the most essential component of the communication 
process. Success of this process depends on the way it is designed 
or encoded, communication skill, language, ability of the receiver, 
suitable channel and knowledge of the communicator about the 
issue. While encoding or designing the message we take care of all 
other things. While designing the message we decide the form of 
media we are going to use. Then the channel according to 
audience. This topic is about the message designing for print so lets 
focus on it.



Designing The Message For Print.

Who is your audience ?(target audience)

What is your message or idea?

Which channel will you choose? (newspaper/magazine/ 
handouts)

 Your Expected effect.



Choose your channel/medium wisely.

Choose the channel which could reach your target audience.

Newspaper, Magazine, Handouts all of them have a different 
readership.

Always keep that point in mind, what do your target audience 
read?

 Encode your message accordingly.  



About the language

 Developmental messages in print requires easy language.

Developmental stories don’t follow the same structure as news 
stories.

One can choose narrative and chronological style over inverted 
pyramid.

According to the understanding of reader, audience, consumer 
or stakeholder.



About the language…

 Use simple and easy words that your audience could 
understand.

Clever use of pictures in every story.

 Use of local words(idioms ,phrases ) are crucial.

 Stick to the topic and stay to the point.

Attractive, informing and persuading as well.



Try not to…

 Use lengthy sentences.

Difficult words.

Off the topic information.

Never leave a problem without solution.( Always try to suggest a 
solution to the problem you are pointing at.)



Thank you…


